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This study was planned to determine the importance of atmosphericforcing in generating sub-inertial to seasonalvariability in bottom pressurein the North Pacific, as
well as to determine the relative importance of suchforcing variablesas wind stresscurl,
wind stress divergence,and air pressurein generatingthe bottom pressurevariability.
Multiple regressionanalysis procedureswere designedto take account of the spatia,llv
complex patterns of coherencebetween the ocean and the atlnosphericvariables,and
between the atmospheric variablesthemselves,in an at,tempt to ascertainthe rela,tivc:
importance of the forcing terms in generatingthc bottom pressurcvariability.
'I'he

regressionanalysesled to the conclusionthat wind stresscurl (/V x r-) is the

least useful predictor of bottom pressurevariability, contrary to thc physicalexperctation
that wind stress curl is the dominant mec.hanismfor forcing oceanic variability. An
explanation for this result may be that wind stresscurl has a lowcr signal to noise ratio
than other atmospheric variablesemplo.yedin the regression.Thcre is some cvidence
that one of the reasonsfor the lower signal to noise ratio is that wind stress curl is
obtained through a differentiationoperation which can be expecte<ll,o emphasizenoise.
In fact, there appears to be a fairly simple relationship between predictive va,lucof
bottom pressureand degreeof differentiation of the atmosphericinput, with the most
differentiated (in time or space)variablesbeing the least useful cornparatively.
Given the results just discussed,a simplifled regressionanalysiswas undertaken tcl
find the one or two atmosphericinputs, irrespectiveof phvsical appropriateness,that
could account for the largest significantfraction of bottom pressurevariability. The regressiontechniques,taking into account the biasesthat can occur from prediction with
multiple inputs, led to the conclusionthat, on the average,727oof bottom pressurevarilv

ance is explained using the best statistical predictor, Bro (p-plane contribution to wind
stresscurl), with the secondbest predict"or,DBffi,

contributing only an additional

11%. Using five terms representingthe dominant physical mechanismsof atmospheric
forcing, the bottom pressurepredictability increasestog3%o;however,that is not a statistically significant increase.From the 90% confidenceintervals of 7270(51-123%)and
11% (7-48%),it seemsthat by using FNOC data products,13rd car be usedto preclict
at least SlYoof bottom pressurevariancewhile including DPfu

in the calculationsha.s

only the possibility of increasingpredictability since t,he predictive value of thar term
is 48% at the most.
F inally, the statistical signiiicanceof the coherenceof bottom pressurewith atmospheric variables is re-examinedin detail, because,even though the bottom pressurc
was found to be coherent with one or another atmosphericvariable at different locations over the North Pacific at all resolvablesub-inertial lrequenciesfrom one-year-long
data sets, the significa,nce
of this coherenceis at tirnes hard to distinguishfrom that
expected for incoherent random variables. Thus, a new metri<;was designeclto clearl.y
determine the significanceof atmosphericallyforced variability I'rom occasionalranclom
coherence,with the result that atmosphericforcing can be clearly deduced as an irnportant agent for generatingall sub-inertial bottom pressurevariability at periods from
just sub-inertialto - 100 days.

